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Shifting the Hiring Lens
Using Community Based Hiring Programs and Innovative 
AI Tools to Transform the Hiring Process

Disclosure Slide
The following faculty of this continuing education activity has no relevant 
financial relationships with commercial interest to disclose:

- Darrell Terry
- Myra Norton
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Faculty Biography: Darrell Terry
Darrell K. Terry, Sr., MHA, MPH, FACHE, FHELA is a 25-year employee 
of RWJBarnabas Health and has more than 35 years of experience in 
healthcare administration at three major New Jersey Health care 
organizations. He began his career at Newark Beth Israel Medical Center 
and Children’s Hospital of New Jersey in Operations Management in 
1997. He was named Senior Vice President of Operations in 2006, 
became Chief Operating Officer in 2011 and in May 2016 he assumed his 
current position as President and Chief Executive Officer.

Email: Darrell.terry@rwjbh.org

Faculty Biography: Myra Norton
Myra Norton joined Arena Analytics in 2012 after a rich career in data and 
analytics, and in 2021 she became its CEO and President. Previously, 
she was the CEO of Community Analytics, an analyst at Northrop 
Grumman, a senior administrator in the College of Science and 
Technology at Temple University, and a professor in Mathematics and 
Statistics at Towson University and the US Naval Academy.

Email: myra@arena.io
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Learning objectives:
- Identify the tasks and processes needed to plan, implement and 

continually assess a program of community hiring and workforce 
training whose aim is to advance individuals.

- Differentiate between applications of artificial intelligence in the 
hiring process and understand what questions to ask in order to 
determine the potential impact.

Agenda

• Adapting to a changing labor space

• Shifting the Way We See the Problem

• Unlocking the Power  of Data

• The Importance of Community Hiring

• Hire Newark Case Study

• Leveraging Predictive Analytics to Tap into Community Labor Pools
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Darrell K. Terry, Sr. 
President and CEO, Newark Beth 
Israel Medical Center and Children's 
Hospital of New Jersey, MHA, MPH, 
FACHE, FHELA

NBI’s Mission The spirit that infuses Newark Beth Israel Medical Center and Children's Hospital of New Jersey is its 
commitment to excellence. Our mission is to achieve this excellence through:

● The delivery of primary health care to all who need our service.
● The provision of health care to patients drawn to the medical center because of specialty capabilities.
● Meeting the undergraduate, graduate and continuing educational needs of health care professionals.
● Education of those entering health care professions.
● Physicians and staff, dedicated to compassionate care and healing, who enhance skills through 

education and research.
● The delivery of safe, clinically appropriate care in an environment focused on improving patient safety 

through a proactive approach.
● Interacting with the highest integrity and commitment to regulatory compliance.
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Myra Norton
CEO and President
Arena Analytics, MA, MS
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Arena’s 
Mission
& Vision

Mission
We help employers create more productive, efficient, and 
equitable workforces while expanding opportunities for 
employees to find meaningful and fulfilling work.

Vision
We commit to driving long-term, structural change in 
the workforce by eliminating barriers to opportunity 
and success for individuals and organizations alike.
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A new challenge requires a 
new perspective
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Data transforming industries

Getting the balance right

Technology is not a replacement for human 
wisdom. No one tool is a panacea, but used 
properly, the right solution can augment your 
process and create better outcomes for everyone.
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Community Hiring:
The Marriage of Technology 

and Human Wisdom

Community hiring can impact

• Economic stability 

• Education 

• Access to healthy food

• Access to healthcare

• Affordable housing, and 

• Safe living environments

• Access to mental health services
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Community Hiring
Not a new concept

• Decades of prioritizing Newark resident applicants instead of traditional FIFO 
approach

• Partnerships with local religious and community organizations since 1960s:

– Link their job training programs with our employment opportunities
Recent innovations

• Focus beyond entry-level/low skill hiring – train entry-level employees and support 
career development/pathway

• Scale community hiring prioritization

Hire Newark: Mayor/NBI idea

Unique immersive job readiness 
bootcamp designed to prepare 
members of the Newark community 
for entry-level positions

Curriculum:

• Social skills and presentation
• Management and employability
• Site visits to potential employers
• Coaching and preparation
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Hire Newark: Launched 2016
Participants Targeted
• Chronically unemployed
• Entry-level positions
• Newark residents
Results
• 99% graduation rate
• 100% hire rate/95% hire rate with 

partner employers
• 85% are actively employed

Hire Newark Graduate

Shameeka

“The program people made you accountable for 
being there. There were caring people who were 
there to help us.”

Her children “can play safely outdoors.
I can buy them the things they need.”
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Hire Newark How-Tos
• How did this partnership program 

involving government + private business 
begin?

• How did we determine learning objectives 
for the 5-week course?

• How did we design the specifics of the 
curriculum and implementation plan?

Hire Newark How-Tos

• Rutgers University Newark 
• The City of Newark
• RWJ Barnabas Health System -

Clara Maas Medical Center,
• FedEx
• PSE&G
• Element Hotel
• Port Authority

How did this partnership program involving government + private 
business begin? 

• NJ Transit
• United Airlines

(main hub at Newark airport)
• Sodexo
• VNA Health Group
• UnionWear
• University Hospital
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Hire Newark How-Tos
How did we determine learning objectives for the 5-week course?

BACKWARD DESIGN: Guided by overarching objectives of ensuring the opportunity to 
secure a job immediately after completing the program 

ITERATIVE DESIGN: Changed in light of needs that had not been anticipated

How did we design the specifics of the curriculum
and implementation plan?

Educational consultants visited potential employer sites to assess organizational and/or 
industry culture and confirm needed job skills and attributes.

Multiple modes of learning and support were utilized to reach all learners:
• Classroom training,
• Site visits to potential employers,
• One-on-one coaching, and
• Social service support

Scaling Community Hiring

How can we find more local residents with the same potential
to thrive as the most successful Hire Newark graduates?

By definition, these individuals were:
• Chronically unemployed
• Lacking in job application skills and professional polish, and
• Qualified for only entry-level, front-line work
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ConnectDiscover Thrive

DISCOVER: Unlock the power of data

Adopt data-driven technology to 
increase your applicant pool

• Actionable insights that transform 
decision making

• The right tools integrate into your HR 
workflow

• Objective data moves beyond cognitive 
shortcuts
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Increase application rates with
data-driven approach

The Proof is in the Numbers

By employing a data-driven approach to identifying 
candidates, our partners saw a year-over-year 
increase in applications (including direct patient care 
roles) even at the height of the pandemic.

Rethink how you connect candidates with jobs

● Traditional recruiting strategies fall short

● Predictive analytics connect candidates to
roles they wouldn’t otherwise consider

● Broadens the talent pool and speeds up time-
to-hire

CONNECT: A new approach
through analytics 
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● Connect candidates with multiple jobs in 
the organization

● Encourage candidates to apply to jobs in 
fields they had not considered

● Nurture candidates throughout the 
application process 

Rethink how you connect candidates to jobs

Getting more out of each candidate

Candidates submitted 
18% more applications 

than through 
traditional sources

21% of candidates 
submitted more than 

one application

Candidates were 
137% more likely to 
submit applications 
to multiple locations

Candidates were 83% 
more likely to submit 

applications to 
multiple job categories

18% 21% 137% 83%

The Proof is in the Numbers
By matching candidates to multiple jobs within an organization, we can 
optimize the hiring potential of each applicant.
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● Hiring for subjective notions like “fit” 
can often lead to high turnover rates

● Objective data analysis can predict 
each candidate’s likelihood to be 
retained in specific positions

● Improving retention reduces hiring 
costs in the long run and creates a 
more stable and productive workforce

THRIVE: Tackle turnover by hiring 
for retention

How to identify good hires in a 
"high-risk" pool of applicants?

Leverage predictive analytics technology

• Develop algorithms from Hire Newark graduates’ data

• Reveal job candidates who traditionally would not have seemed appropriate
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How Predictive Analytics Leads to Community 
Hiring Success

What Are the “Must-Haves" in
Predictive Analytics?

• Diverse data sources

• Model refreshes

• Bias elimination processes
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How to Apply Tech to Your Community 
Hiring Initiative

• Collaborative and transparent implementation process

• Continual discussions about data, predictions, outcomes, and realities on the 
ground

• Guiding Principle:

– Algorithms reveal patterns more efficiently and clearly than our brains, but
– The impact of the human heart and spirit can never be underestimated!

Commitment to community hiring 
efforts requires much  more than 

just providing jobs

Key takeaways
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Adopting data-driven technology
for talent discovery enables 

community hiring at scale

Key takeaways

Rethinking strategies for connecting 
candidates to jobs allows for the 

optimization of talent pools

Key takeaways
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Focus on retention by 
hiring for outcomes instead of 

pedigree or personality

Key takeaways

Evaluate This Session
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References
1. The Cost of Frontline Turnover in Long-Term Care (Leading 

Age)
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